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In the end, Qin Yao stayed for dinner. There was no way, Chu Fei initiated
the invitation. Qin Yao had a thick skin, and how could he stop it.
Now he is really depressed. It has been a long time since he won the
wedding, and it has been a long time since he had made friends with Chu
Fei. He thought that he could indulge himself once this time, but Qin Yao
came out, which ruined his plan.
After coming in, Qin Yao saw Chu Fei holding Lin Ziming’s hand
intimately. The little bird looked like a human, with the word happiness
written on her face. She was particularly envious. Fortunately, she even
laughed at Chu Fei before and got married. Lin Ziming, the door-to-door
son-in-law, turned out that Lin Ziming was not a waste, but a real big man.
Chu Fei also flew directly on the branch and turned into a phoenix.
On the contrary, it was her, who has never been able to find Ruyi Langjun,
alone.
One thing she didn’t lie, she is indeed single now, and has been single for a
long time.
It was not that she was not chased by anyone, but that after contacting Lin
Ziming, her vision was raised a lot, and now she is totally indifferent to
those so-called rich second generations, brother brothers, and can’t compare
with Lin Ziming’s vellus hair.
That’s why she thought that she wanted to catch up with Lin Ziming, even if
she was only Lin Ziming’s underground lover, then she was willing.
Originally, she was quite guilty of Chu Fei’s thoughts. After all, Chu Fei
was so good to her and treated her as a sister, but she seduced Chu Fei’s
husband, which was very immoral.
But later she learned that there were several fox spirits pestering Lin Ziming
outside, and one was more beautiful than the other. They were all fairies,
and they focused on Lin Ziming, the Tang monk. How could she sit still,
and act quickly. Anyway, Lin Ziming would be hooked away by the foxes
outside sooner or later, and he would threaten Chu Fei in turn, which would
be too threatening to Chu Fei.
It would be better for her to be the vixen by herself. Firstly, she found her
own happiness. Secondly, she and Chu Fei are good sisters, and they will
never threaten Chu Fei. And she can also use her skills to squeeze Lin
Ziming dry, so that Lin Ziming will have energy and will not look for a
vixen outside. This is killing three birds with one stone.
I have to say that sometimes women’s thinking is really weird, and even this
kind of thinking can be thought of.
Lin Ziming chatted with Chu Fei in the living room for a while, then he
went to take a shower first, and took a day’s flight. Now he wears other
people’s clothes and is not very comfortable, so he still has to take a bath. .
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Now the weather is quite cold, but Lin Ziming still washes in cold water.
This is his habit and it slightly helps his physique.
After a battle with Gu Xuan, he seemed to have been injured on the surface,
but in fact he still suffered some injuries, but he couldn’t see it when he was
wearing his clothes.
Now that he took off his clothes and rinsed under the shower, he could see a
lot of bruises and broken capillaries on his body.
Just kidding, even if Gu Xuan was beaten to death by him, he would be a
proper mid-level master of the innate realm. His cultivation base was
shocking, and one punch and kick would bring infinite power. Otherwise,
the fight between the two of them would not It would bring such a big
damage to the big forest.
Even if Lin Ziming is a master of the innate realm, every collision with Gu
Xuan will bring damage and load to his body.
It’s just that these are minor injuries, as long as he adjusts, he can return to
normal.
For him, what was really more serious was that Gu Xuan finally got back
the carbine. Even if he took a deep breath, he literally retracted his chest an
inch inward, just avoiding Gu Xuan’s outburst of fist strength. But Gu
Xuan’s style of fist still hit his chest, but its power was reduced by 90%.
But the remaining 10% was enough for him to drink a pot, after all, it was
the chest.
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